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Abstract

The dual VZ camera observes two spectra, one 
in the visual V system (400 to 750nm), and the 
other in the near infrared Z system (750 to 1000 
nm). A clothing design with dual content, for 
visual and infrared area was created. The design 
is based on a computer graphic design, which was 
used to create an abstract portrait design for the 
V system, while the Z system uses design that 
incorporates individualized graphics - simplified 
profile view. Computer graphics are done on 
canvas. The computer analyzes each stage 
through both systems (from 400 to 1000nm). 
The cameras capturing images are adjusted to 
simultaneously record day and night views. The 
artwork in this paper is invisible IRD graphic 
and both displays in this experimental work are 
linked in the way that they present a portrait and 
profile photography of the same person making 
the profile photography the individualized hidden 
information.

Keywords: safety clothing, close infrared 
spectroscopy, abstract design, dual camera, 
infrared fashion design

Sažetak

Dvojnom VZ kamerom promatraju se dva spektra, 
od kojih je jedan u vizualnom V sustavu (od 
400 do 750nm), a drugi u blisko infracrvenom Z 
sustavu (od 750 do 1000 nm). Kreiran je dizajn 
odjeće sa dvostrukim sadržajem za vizualno i 
infracrveno područje. Dizajn je zasnovan na 
računarskoj grafici kojom je za V sustav kreiran 
apstraktni dizajn portreta, dok je za Z sustav 
u dizajn ugrađena individualizirana grafika 

- pojednostavljeni prikaz fotografije profila. 
Računarska grafika je izvedena na platnu. 
Računalom se analizira svaki stadij kroz oba 
sustava (od 400 do 1000nm). Kamere kojima su 
snimani prikazi dorađene su tako da istovremeno 
snimaju dnevni i noćni prikaz. Umjetnički 
rad je nevidljiva IRD grafika, a oba prikaza u 
eksperimentalnom radu povezana su tako da se 
radi o portretu i fotografiji profila iste osobe gdje 
je fotografija profila individualizirana sakrivena 
informacija.

Ključne riječi: sigurnosna odjeća, bliska 
infracrvena spektroskopija, apstraktni dizajn, 
dualna kamera, infracrveni modni dizajn

1. Introduction
1. Uvod

A large number of security cameras located 
in the areas that surround our everyday lives, 
record images during the night as well as during 
the day are resulting in new ideas for the use of 
security computer graphics. In addition to security 
purposes and disabling reproduction, a new idea 
of application in the artistic aspect by combining 
the two design graphics (one concealed and the 
other visible) has emerged. 

In order to create dual graphics, twin dyes were 
created [1]. The twin dyes are two color recipes 
that give the same tone in the visual system (V 
system). In the near infrared system (Z system), 
one color does not absorb close infrared light and 
is visible only in V system unlike the other color 
[2]. 
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Design graphics made with these two colors are 
viewed using a dual VZ camera that captures 
both spectra (V system and Z system) [3]. The 
V system captures images from 400 to 750 nm, 
while within the Z system (close infrared system) 
images are visible from 750 to 1000 nm.

Using the computer analysis, twin dyes can be 
described numerically and through the spectrum, 
thus determining their difference in the Z system 
[4]. Until now, twin dyes were used solely for the 
creation of securities and documents [5], however 
through the described experiment the application 
has been extended to the design of dual graphics 
for fashion clothing. The design was done using 
the design principle of safety camouflage clothing 
[6] [7]. Dual graphics were created using the 
existing twin dyes used for the printing industry 
[8]. Graphics were printed on the canvas used 
for the designer clothing that already contained 
a dual design image [9]. Such a safety infrared 
design is already applied on clothing whose main 
purpose isn’t security clothing, rather transferring 
a message through the dual design e.g. for the 
purpose of tourism or some other promotion [10].

2. Colors for creating dual spectrum 
graphics

2. Boje za izradu grafika dualnog spektra

The colors used for the creation of VZ graphics 
were created for the digital printing on canvas 
applicable to the clothing production. The paint 
was made using the ink for the industrial plotter / 
printer. Twin dyes were created in the manner that 
twin pairs were analyzed in the visual spectrum in 
order to be as similar as possible. For achieving 
similarity, the value ΔE must be less than three. 
The color duality estimation is performed with 
spectrography in the range of 400 to 900 nm. 
Graph 1 shows twin spectra of three different 
colors designated as s (brown), z (green) and c 
(red). CMYK color twin recipes are shown in 
Figure 1.

All the colors in the Z system have a default light 
absorption value of 0.15 to 900 nm in order to 
provide controlled light absorption. Spectrographs 
were created using the selective scan used for the 
forensic procedure [4]. In Figure 1, Z twins are 
marked with dashed lines. In the wavelength of 
900 nm the values of all twin V colors are equal 
to zero. 

The Z camera does not register V dyes due to their 
wavelength. All color pairs in this experiment 
have the same distance from ΔZ to the Z point. 
The twin dyes have equal values of light 
absorption in the visual scope between 400 and 
700 nm.

Figure 1 CMYK twin color recipes 

Slika 1 CMYK recepture blizanaca bojila

Graph 1 Color spectrographs 

Grafikon 1 Spektrogrami boja
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3. Security infrared design on fashion 
clothing

3. Sigurnosni infracrveni dizajn na modnoj 
odjeći

Combining safety infrared design and fashion 
clothing design is still a novelty. In 2018, as a part 
of the International Street Festival in Zagreb, a 
fashion show designed by two authors Jana Žiljak 
Gršić and Dijana Nazor was presented under the 
title "Fashion Show with hidden IR messages - 
Look at me!" A large screen that displayed images 
through the infrared security camera was installed 
and visitors could see messages on the screen that 
were hidden in particular garments. Some of the 
messages were: "Love me," "Dance with me!" 
"Look at me!", "Smile!" etc. Figure 2 presents 
models and a large screen showing the infrared 
spectrum image.

This show is certainly a shift in the fashion 
industry, and this is just the beginning of 
discovering new fashion design options. The 
infrared spectrum design is a unique innovation 
in the world, and the range of applications is very 
wide. For the purpose of this show, design of two 
fashion visuals was made experimentally, each 
consisting of two images, one of which is visible 
in the visual spectrum and the other in the infrared 
spectrum. The emphasis is on the infrared design 
innovation applicable to every creative form 
conceived by designer.

4. Image portrait design for visual 
spectrum

4. Dizajn slika portreta za vizualni spektar

The portrait image design for the visual spectrum 
was created using the "low poly art" technique. 
"Low poly art" is a computer graphic technique 
that is mostly used to display 3D graphics. This is 
a representation of the polygonal network where 
the image is converted into a set of triangles by 
which a visual impression of the volume, i.e. 
3D display, is transmitted. "Low poly" can be 
created using mathematical calculations, but it 
can also be produced manually. In our case, the 
graphics were made using the photos of the face 
and a retrospective method used to select each 
part of the photography triangularly. Thereafter, 
the selected part floats in the mean value of its 
coloration. 

A polygonal web was created, and the main 
structural characteristics of the motif were 
retained. Different colorings on individual parts 
are bordered to emphasize the shape of the 
face, hair, lips etc. Thus the character remains 
recognizable. Design itself remains a rounded 
theme presenting a particular person through a 
visual spectrum of "low poly art" design, and 
through a security graphic using a simplified face 
profile photo. Figure 2 shows the "low poly art" 
portraits that are visible in the V spectrum, and in 
Figure 3 shows the simplified photo of the face 
profile visible in the Z spectrum. 

Figure 2 Mannequins-
volunteers and fashion 
show authors that have 
designer clothes on 
themselves; 
Photo: Nina Đurđević 

Slika 2 Manekenke-
volonterke i autorice 
revije koje na sebi imaju 
dizajnersku odjeću;  
Foto: Nina Đurđević
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5. Conclusion
5. Zaključak

Usage of dual cameras creates a large variety of 
options for the infrared design. The technique 
is used in the fashion design, where a design is 
displayed simultaneously in visual and close 
infrared spectrum. The application is wide, 
because this process can hide various messages 
and creative design representations. For the 
purpose of textile dyeing, twin dyes are used 
for adding invisible information to the fashion 
clothing. The dyes are mixed in duality. Each 
color tone (equal to the visible spectrum) is 
differently absorbed in the near infrared spectrum, 
which incorporates protected information visible 
only with the NIR camera. Although usage of 
this technique is new in the fashion industry, 
this paper presents the development of a new 
method for fashion clothing design and a possible 
application in general in the fashion industry.  
A "low poly art" design with built-in hidden 
image was designed, and twin colored V and 
Z dyes were developed for printing. Apart 
from the ability to create a variety of design 
solutions, INFRAREDESIGN® also disables the 
reproduction, i.e. creates protection of fashion and 
design itself. Infrared design creates a major shift 
in the fashion industry and the possibilities of its 
use, while its further application is still explored.
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Figure 3 "Low Poly Art" portraits 

Slika 3 „Low poly art“ portreti

Figure 4 Simplified photos of the face profile 

Slika 4 Pojednostavljene fotografije profila lica
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